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Given a finite configuration E in R” and an arbitrary coloring of R” (possibly 
with an infinite number of colors) it is shown that there exists E’ homothetic to E 
such that E’ is colored in a “special” way. The proof is based on the recent 
theorem of W. Deuber, R. L. Graham, H. J. Pr8me1, and B. Voigt, J. Combin. 
Theory Ser. A. 34 (1983), 331-339. 
I 
In Euclidean Ramsey theory, one wishes to show that given a coloration 
of Euclidean space and given a configuration E, there necessarily exists a 
configuration E’ equivalent to E on which the coloration has a particular 
form. The equivalence relation is given by a group acting on Euclidean 
space. We deal first with the homothety group. This is the group of maps 
a:Rk~Rkdefinedbya(x)=ax+b,wherebERkandaER’.Wesaytwo 
sets E, E’ c Rk are homothetic, and write E - E’ if there exists a homothety 
u such that a(E) = E’. We remark that when k = 1 and E = (0, l,..., n} the 
sets E’ NE are precisely the arithmetic progressions of length n. We also 
remark that all of our results remain valid when homothety is replaced by a 
notion of limited homothety in which the maps o(X) = ax + b are required to 
satisfybERkandaEQt. 
Gallai (see [2] for general references) showed that for any finite 
configuration E c Rk and any finite coloration of Rk there exists a 
monochromatic E’ - E. In this paper, analogous to the work of Erdiis and 
Rado on canonical Ramsey theorems, we allow an infinite number of colors. 
(Since we permit each point to have a distinct color, we cannot hope to force 
a monochromatic configuration.) For k = 1, the result is simple to state. 
(The case k > 1 is considered in Section 2. The similarity group is considered 
in Section 3.) We call E monochromatic if x(e) = ~(6) for all e, e’ E E, and 
we call E distinct if x(e) # x(e’) for all unequal e, e’ E E. 
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THEOREM 1. Let E be a finite subset of R. Given any coloration of R, 
there exists an E’ - E such that E’ is either monochromatic or distinct. 
DEFINITIONS. Let Zh = {(xi ,..,, xs) E Z’: lxil <M for all i). Given a 
coloring x of Q’, a set E c Q’ is called canonical if x(e) = x(e’) iff 
e - e’ E U, where U is a subspace of Q’. We say a set A is a subspace of Zi, 
if A = Zh n U, where U is a subspace of Q’. We extend the notion of 
homothety to Q’, setting E - E’ if there exist b E QS and a E Q+ so that 
E’ = aE + b. Let V be a vector space (over Q) with a specified basis 
v 1 )...) v, . We make the natural identification between V and Q’. We set 
Z[V]={n,v,+S..+n,v,:niEZ} 
and for positive integers M we set 
V,= (nlvl + ... + n,v,: n, E Z, Inil GM}. 
We say A is a subspace of VM if A = V,,, n U, where U is a subspace of V. 
EXAMPLE. When s = 2, there are three types of canonical sets, depending 
on dim(U). If U = {0}, all sets are monochromatic and if U = Q* all sets are 
distinct. If, say, U = {(x, y) E Q’: x t y = 0}, then for every c the points on 
the line x + y = c have the same color and, otherwise, points have distinct 
colors. 
Our results are derived from the following powerful recent result: 
CANONICAL CUBE THEOREM (Deuber et al. [ 1 I). Let s, M be positive 
integers. Given any coloring of Zs, there exists a canonical E - ZL. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Let E c R, finite, be fixed. Let V be the vector 
space (over Q) generated by E. Let W be the vector space (over Q) 
generated by the products ee’ of elements of E. Let v, ,..., U, be a basis for V 
so that E c Z[ V]. (One may always find a basis so that any prescribed finite 
set is in Z[ VI.) Let w, ,..., w, be a basis for W so that every product ev, 
e E E, v E Z[ V], is in Z[ W]. Let A be a positive integer such that 
and such that E c V,. Let M be a positive integer so that, if e E E and 
v E V,, then ev E W,. We further require that, if e,, e2 E E and v E VA, 
then (e, - e,)v E W,. (Integer M exists since there are only a finite number 
of choices of e, , e,, and v.) 
Let x’ be an arbitrary coloration of R. On Z[ W], employing the canonical 
cube theorem, there exists a canonical S - W,, say S = a W, + b. We define 
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x by x(x) = ~‘((x - b)/a) so that IV, is canonical under x. It shall &ice to 
find E’ -E canonical under x as then E” = aE’ + b -E’ NE is canonical 
under x’. 
For unequal e, e’ E E set A, e8 = {a E V, : x(ae) = x(ae’)}. Suppose that 
an a E V, existed which was in no set A,,,,. For this a, all ae would have 
distinct colors so that aE would be distinct and our proof would be 
complete. Hence, we may assume 
V, = u A,,,,. 
P,C2'EE 
If e,e’ E E and aE V,, then ae, ae’ E W, so that x(ae) =x(ae’) iff 
ae - ae’ E U, where U is a vector subspace of W. As multiplication by 
(e-e’) is a linear transformation from V to W, a(e - e’) E U iff a E T, 
where T is a vector subspace of V. Hence, A,,,, is a subspace of VA. 
LEMMA 1. If A is a proper subspace of VA, then 
IAl G IV,l/W + 1). 
Proof. Since A + V,, some basis element- ui 6? A. Then, for all 
n, ,*-*, n,- 1, nj, * ,***, n,, there exists at most one value of nj so that 
n1v1+ ~~~+nivi+~-~+n,v,EA. 
LEMMA 2. If V, is the union of less than 2.4 + 1 subspaces, then one of 
the subspaces is itself V, . 
This is immediate from Lemma 1 by a counting argument. Lemma 2 is the 
discrete analogue of the result, often used in algebraic geometry, that the 
union of a finite number of (s - 1)-dimensional spaces cannot be an s- 
dimensional space. We deduce that V, = A,,,, for some distinct e, e’ E E. 
For all a E V, ,x(ae) =x(ae’). We have defined it4 sufficiently large to 
insure that ae, ae’, and a(e - e’) all lie in W,, which is canonical. Hence, 
x(a(e - e’)) =x(O). As V, includes all e E E, E(e - e’) is monochromatic, 
completing the proof. 
2 
Let k > 0 be a fixed positive integer. Given a coloring x of Rk we shall call 
a set E c R k special if there exists a subspace (over R) U c R k such that for 
x,yEE,x(x)=x(~)iffx-yEU. 
THEOREM 2. Let E c Rk, jinite, and let x be an arbitrary coloration of 
Rk. Then there exists a special E’ - E. 
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Remark. When k = 1, either U = (0) or U = R so that E is special iff E 
is either monochromatic or distinct. Theorem 2 thus includes Theorem 1 as a 
special case. When k = 2, we may have, for example, x defined on R2 by 
x((x, y)) = x + y. Then no set E’ - { (0, 0), (1, 0), (0, I)} is monochromatic 
or distinct but they are all special. 
Set D = {e - e’ : e, e’ E E}. Let r’ denote the set of real numbers ai which 
appear in dependencies of the form d,, , = a, d, + . . . f  a,d,, where d, ,..., d, 
are independent (over R) and d, ,..., d,,d,+,ED. Set r=r’U(l}. Let V’ 
be the vector space (over Q) generated by I- and let, for 1 < t < k, V’ be the 
vector space (over Q) generated by all t-fold products a, ,..., a, with all 
ai E r. Fix a basis for V’ so that r c Z[ V’ ]. Fix, by induction, a basis for 
V’ so that, if wE Z[ V’] and a ET, then aw E Z[ V’+‘]. (As 1 ET, this 
implies Z[ V+‘] 2 Z[ V’].) Find, by induction, positive integers M, so that 
(setting C’ = V& for notational convenience), 
a E C’, aEraaaEC’+‘, (1) 
M,>2/Dl+ 1. (2) 
Let V be the vector space (over Q) generated by all ud, d E D and u E V’ 
for some t, 1 < t < k. Find a basis for V so that ud E Z[ V] for all d E D and 
all u E Z[ V], 1 < t < k. Let M be a positive integer sufficiently large so that 
ifv~C’forsomel~~~kanddEDandeEE,thenvdandvelieinV,~,. 
Now, fix an arbitrary coloration x of Rk. We restrict our attention to 
Z[ V]. Employing the canonical cube theorem, we find a canonical S - V,$, .
Replacing x by a linear translate (as done in Section l), we may assume that 
VM is itself canonical. Set, for 1 < t < k 
D’ = {d E D: x(ad) =x(O) for all a E C’}. 
By (l), with a = 1, C’ c C”’ and, hence, D’+’ c D’. The sets D’ form a 
decreasing sequence of subsets of D. Set, for 1 < t < k, rt equal the vector 
space (over R) generated by D’. We form an ascending chain 
dcTkcTk-’ c -.a c T’ cRk 
of subspaces of Rk. Some two consecutive sets in this chain must be equal. 
Suppose l<t<k and Tt=TtfL. For all dED-DD’ set A,= 
{a E C’: x(ad) =x(O)}. A s in Section 1, each A, is a subspace of Ct. Since 
d & D’, A, # Ct. By Lemma 2, there exists a, which we fix, so that a E C’ 
and a@A, for all dED-D’. If dED and d@T’, then d&D’ and so 
x(ad) #x(O). Inversely, let d E D with d E Tt = T”‘. By the definition of 
p+‘, there exist d, ,..., d, E Dtt ‘, independent over R, and a1 ,..., a, E R such 
that d=a,d, + ..a + a,d, . Then r, by definition, contains all a,. Since 
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01 E C’, aai E C t+‘. Since di E D’+r, X(aaidi) =x(O). As au’ and all aaid, lie 
in V, which is canonical, 
X(0)=X ($, aaidi) =X(a4 
That is, for d E D, X(ad) =x(O) iff d E F. Let e, e’ E E, unequal, so that 
e-e’ ED. As ae, ae’, and a(e - e’) lie in V,,,,, x(ae) =x(ae’) iff 
x(a(e - e’)) =x(O) which occurs iff e - e’ E P which occurs if 
a(e - e’) E Tt. Thus, aE is special. 
The two edge cases are similar. If Tk = 0 we define A, as above with 
t = k. As Dk = 0 each A, is a proper subspace of Ck and so there exists 
a E Ck such that no X(ad) =x(O). Then aE is distinct. At the other extreme, 
suppose T’ = R k. Let a E C*. As in the preceding paragraph X(ad) = x(O) for 
all d E T’ and this now means all d E D. Thus, aE is monochromatic. 
In all cases we have found a special aE, completing the proof. 
In this section we deal with the similarity group. We say two sets 
E, E’ c Rk are similar if we can map E to E’ by a concatenation of tran- 
slations, expansions, rotations, and reflections. Our result remains valid when 
similarity is replaced by a notion of limited similarity in which reflections 
are not permitted, expansions are by factors a E Q+, and rotations, 
considered as linear transformations, have all rational coeflicients. 
THEOREM 3. Let E be a finite subset of R k. Given any coloration of R k 
there exists E’ similar to E which is either monochromatic or distinct. 
Let D equal the set of differences e - e’ of unequal elements of E. 
Lemma 3 gives the basic mixing property that we need from the rotation 
subgroup. 
LEMMA 3. Let D c Rk - {O},flnite. Then there exist rotations (about the 
origin) 4, ,..., $k so that for all d, ,..., d, E D (not necessarily distinct) 
#,(d,),..., q5k(dk) are linearly independent (ouer R). 
Having chosen 4, ,..., #i-l, we require $i to have the property that none of 
the #i(d) lie on any of the finite number of proper subspaces of Rk generated 
by #,(d,),..., #i-I(di-,). As the rotation group acts transitively on the unit 
sphere, the set of di that are not suitable has measure zero and so almost all 
Qi do work. (When the 4 are restricted to have rational coefficients, the 
measure theoretic argument may be replaced by a counting argument.) 
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Fix these rotations 4, ,..., $,-normalized so that #i is the identity. Let r 
be the set of real coefficients ai that appear in expansions of the form d = 
a,d,(d,) + ..a + a,$,(d,), where d, ,..., dk, d E D, not necessarily distinct. 
(Here, 1 E r as we may take d = d, .) Let V be the vector space (over Q) 
generated by r and fix a basis and a positive integer A so that TC V, and 
2A + 1 > 1 D I. Let W be the vector space (over Q) generated by the products 
adi with a E I’, d E D, and 1 < i < k and by all e E E. Fix a basis for W 
and a positive integer M so that all such a$i(d) lie in W,, and also all d E D 
and all e E E lie in WM. 
Now let x be a coloring of Rk. We restrict our attention to Z[ W]. By the 
canonical cube theorem, we find a canonical S - W,w. Replacing x by a 
linear translate (as done in Section 1), we may assume W,, is itself 
canonical. Let 1 < i < k and set, for d E D A, = (a E VA : X(a$i(d)) =x(O)). 
As in Section 1, each A, is a subspace of VA. If some a E V, is in no A,, 
then a#i(E) is distinct. Otherwise, VA is the union of subspaces A, so by 
Lemma 2, there exists di E D so that X(a#i(di)) =x(O) for all a E V,, . 
Let d E D. By Lemma 3, there exist aI ,..., ak so that d = a, #,(d,) + ... + 
akqbk(dk). We have defined r so that it contains all ai. Since Tc ICI 
X(ai@i(di)) =x(O) and, hence, X(d) =x(O). Thus, E is monochromatic. 
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